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            The #1 brand for teleprompter software and video production solutions
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        Why PromptSmart
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                    Patented VoiceTrack technology

                     VoiceTrack automatically scrolls as you speak, stops when
                        you pause or improvise, and seamlessly resumes when you return to your script.

                

            

            
                
                    PromptSmart apps + web-based support tools

                    
                        Manage content in your My PromptSmart customer portal;  push edits in real time; clone
                        duplicate displays view and adjust the prompter text from a web-based control room. End to end
                        encrypted.
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                PromptSmart speech recognition is fast, secure, and reliable

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            Get Started Free

                            Try before you buy for 7 days!

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            Fewer Takes

                            PromptSmart reduces time needed to get a useable video take.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            Secure by Design

                            The magic happens on your computer or mobile device and does not require the internet. PromptSmart gives you more control of your privacy.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            Engage Your Audience

                            With PromptSmart, you project confidence as you look directly into the camera and speak with natural ease as you stay on message.
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Audiobook narrators

                            Use our flagging system to create waypoints you can jump
                                to with
                                keyboard shortcuts.

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Salespeople

                            with PromptSmart you can record personalized video
                                messages one
                                after the other
                                by setting up story blocks in the iCast web editor on my.promptsmart.com

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Social media influencers

                            Position the text next to (or beneath) the front-facing
                                camera so you don't look like you're reading.

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Corporate Life

                            Delivering your presentation in an online conferencing
                                just
                                got less stressful because you can layer a semi-transparent PromptSmart presentation
                                window
                                over your meeting room.
                            

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Actors

                            Put your best face forward using PromptSmart to submit
                                video
                                auditions

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Clergy

                            Connect with your congregation. Speak naturally using
                                PromptSmart and convey your message with confidence.

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Live public speaking

                            Use PromptSmart for the event or to practice.

                            Get Started Free
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                            PromptSmart Can Help

                            

                            Education

                            Educational applications for students of all ages.
                                Also, teachers can create online curricula with ease using PromptSmart.
                            

                            Get Started Free
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
            

            
                
            

        

    




            
    
        
            Customer Experiences

            Thousands of satisfied customers trust PromptSmart
                as their leading brand for teleprompter and video production needs
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                                Prompting made easy

                                I love the Teleprompter Pro app. for IOS on
                                    my iPad. The voice activated auto-scrolling of text feature is ideal. When you stop,
                                    it waits for you to begin speaking again. It's much better than manual control of
                                    scrolling which has a number of drawbacks. The edit functions are easy to use, and
                                    it’s clear and easy to read. I invert the text and use a sheet of half mirrored
                                    glass that I shoot through with my BMD Ursa Mini 4.6K cinema camera. The video looks
                                    great, and people cannot tell that I use a tele-promoter for my scripts. Brock
                                    Fricker from Brock Sound / Dreamscape Video, Toronto
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                                Brock Sound

                                Jan 12, 2022
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                                We're really digging the @PromptSmart
                                    teleprompter app. It tracks your voice so you don't have to worry about scroll speed
                                    or stopping/starting with a remote. It does need a good clear audio signal to work
                                    properly. We're plugging a @rodemics SmartLav+ into an iPad.
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                                Teach The Tech

                                Jan 14, 2022
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                                YouTuber's need this

                                Technology is amazing isn’t it? Wow, is the
                                    only appropriate word that comes to mind when I think about this app. Truly so
                                    helpful for anyone trying to step up their content, but don’t have a team around
                                    them. The app works excellent and follows my voice almost flawlessly. $20 guys, this
                                    is what we call a low risk high reward. Invest in yourself and in this app, both are
                                    well worth it!
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                                Madhandles896

                                Dec 2, 2021
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                                Overall, great...

                                Overall, I think this is a great teleprompter
                                    app
                                    and it's definitely
                                    improved the professionalism of our videos...
                                    eliminating 'ums' and unplanned pauses...

                            

                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                BeccaBits

                                May 12, 2019
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                                Most Amazing Teleprompter App

                                This is the best solution EVER for a
                                    Teleprompter
                                    . . .
                                    Excellent voice control feature . . . Smooth speed flow. Great controls for
                                    readings.
                                    The customer support cares and is responsive. 5 star, definitely recommend, it's
                                    well
                                    worth it.
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                                Aug. 6, 2019
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                                Absolutely Love This App!

                                Absolutely Love This App!

                            

                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Denise McClain-Dukes

                                Aug. 6, 2019
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                                A very stable teleprompter

                                PromptSmart is the most accurate and
                                    multi-functional teleprompter
                                    I have used. It has a lot of customization options and remains stable with texts of
                                    any
                                    length.
                                    Would definitely recommend it to public speakers and video bloggers.
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                                Aug. 7, 2019

                            

                        

                    

                


            

        

    




            
    
        Supported Languages

        VoiceTrack scrolling is available in

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        ENGLISH

                        Get Started Free
                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Español

                        Empiece Gratis
                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Français

                        Commencez Gratuitement
                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Русский

                        Начни бесплатно
                    

                

                
                    
                    
                        Deutsch

                        Kostenlos Starten
                    

                

            

        

    




            
    
        
            
                Free sign-up. No costs or obligations to participate

                Become a  [image: logo]  Partner!

                Earn up to 20% commission on web purchases by referred customers*

                become an affiliate
                *Limited to new customer purchases on my.promptsmart.com.
                    PromptSmart affiliate partnership made possible by Stripe and LinkMink and subject to their terms of use
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                Get more from PromptSmart on mobile
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            Experience the PromptSmart Difference

            
                Discover which subscription plan best suits your teleprompter and video production needs best
            

        

        
            
                
                    Web

                    Mobile

                    Pc

                

                Starter Pack

                A great introduction to PromptSmart,
                    with a limit to one Remote Control Session and one folder level.

                learn more
            

            
                
                    Web

                    Mobile

                    Pc

                

                Teams

                Upgrade your PromptSmart capabilities with
                    unlimited Control Room Sessions and up to 10 nested folder levels!

                learn more
            

            
                
                    Web

                    Mobile

                    Pc

                

                Enterprise

                Take Teams to the next level with managed
                    mobile app support and an admin panel to add sub-users and
                    assign work groups.

                learn more
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                    How it Works
                    Help Center
                

                
                    Pricing
                    Affiliate program
                

                
                    Privacy policy and terms of use
                    
                        Plenary Terms (all apps)
                        PromptSmart Pro (Android)
                        PromptSmart Studio Edition
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